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ABSTRACT 
DESIGN OF SIMULATED TIME SHARING OPERATING SYSTEM 
IN MODULE-2 
. ' BY 
Tzuu,Hung-Ming 
Time-sharing is one of the techniques that has been 
developed for sharing a computer among several users. The 
goal of time-sharing is to make full use of computer power 
and resources by multiplexing, on a time slice basis, a 
central processor among user processes. 
Time-sharing works because modern computers are such 
powerful devices that they can perform millions of 
operations in a second. By switching a CPU rapidly from 
one task to another on a time slice basis, the illusion 
can be formed that the computer is performing many tasks 
simultaneously. In fact the computer makes progress on one 
task and then switches to the next, and the next, and so 
on. 
In this thesis we introduce the design of sos-- a 
simulated time-sharing operating system programmed I 1n 
MODULA-2. SOS is a very simplified time-sharing operating 
system which emphasizes the implementation of process 
management mechanisms. The basic concepts in 
''multiprogramming" as well as "concurrency'' can be well 
demonstrated interactively by running sos. 
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PART 1. CONCEPTS IN ''PROCESS'' AND ''MULTIPROGRAMMING''. 
1.1 DEFINITION OF ''PROCESS'' 
The term process (also termed task, virtual 
processor) has no universally agreed upon definition but 
the "program in execution'' concept seems to be most 
frequently referenced. 
' 
A computer can be viewed as the combined activity 
of a number of processes, each associated with a 
particular program or subroutine. Processes themselves 
can be viewed as the active entities in the system: the 
processes are born, live and die; they exist in varying 
numbers; they may acquire and release resources; they may 
interact, cooperate, conflict, share resources; etc. From 
another point of view, processes are passive entities 
because they run on the true active entities--the real 
machine. By allowing the cpu to switch frequently from 
the execution of one process to another, the impression 
can be created that a number of processes are alive 
\ simultaneously. 
1.2 PROCESS STATE DESCRIPTION 
Processes as well as physical processors are said to 
transit through a succession of states. The state of a 
2 
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process is described by the content of all the registers 
(program counter, flag register, etc.) of the physical 
processor. Such a state defines the instruction which is 
currently being executed and the environment in which the 
instruction is executed. 
1.3. MULTIPROGRAMMING 
1.3.1 PRINCIPLE 
• 
Multiprogramming is a technique that multiplexes a 
cpu among processes. In order to do multiprogramming, the 
process, e.g, Pl, that is currently getting the attention 
of cpu is stopped, and the control of cpu is then given 
to another process,e.g, P2. This is done by stopping the 
operation of Pl, storing its current state somewhere in 
memory, and then restoring the state of P2 that must have 
been saved in memory at some earlier time. As soon as 
that state is loaded into the cpu, the cpu will interpret 
it, causing P2 to resume execution and transit to another 
state. 
Process states are saved in main memory~and restored 
from main memory in a system-maintained data structure 
called a process table which holds all the informtion 
about processes. 
1.3.2 WHEN TO MULTIPROGRAM 
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A running process may be stopped for the following 
reasons: 
1. First, it may stop itself by calling a primitive 
like BLOCK, P (to be introduced in PART 2). The calling 
process of these primitives will be put on a waiting 
queue (a process table is used to implement the waiting 
queue,i.e., by threading the entries of process table 
• together), that is, its state is saved somewhere 1n a 
queue and the control of cpu is given away to some other 
process. The operation can be viewed as the following 
sequence: 
store state of requesting process 
switch process: 
restore state of some other process 
2. Second, a process may be forcibly stopped if it 
has had the attention of cpu for a specific period of 
time (timer runout) or if an event (e.g, I/0 interrupt) 
occurs that demands the immediate attention of another 
process. This second, nonspontaneous way of stopping a 
process is called interrupting the process 
--
interrupting by time-out in the first case, and 
interrupting by preemption in the second case. (An 
interrupt can be regarded as an "unexpected subroutine 
call'' which causes the passing of cpu to 
process.) 
1.3.3 WHEN TO INTERRUPT 
4 
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The first question associated with interrupting a 
running process is: Can a process be interrupted at any 
random point in its computation? 
The answer is: A process can be stopped only between 
hardware instructions or between a hardware instruction 
and one of the software primitives (e.g.' P/V, 
BLOCK/WAKEUP) of the process management mechanism. 
The reason why a process should be interrupted after 
finishing a complete instruction cycle is to save some 
housekeeping trouble since stopping a process in the 
middle of a instruction cycle requires more information 
(about microcode registers) · to be saved for a complete 
state description. Thus it is preferable to stop the 
process at a time when its state is as simple to define 
as possible, i.e., just between two instructions. 
(exception: There are some situations where a process 
should be interrupted in the middle of a instruction 
cycle, i.e.,after each machine cycle, for example, when 
paging fault occurs). 
The reason why a process may never be interrupted 
while executing process management primitives is to 
guarantee so called "mutual exclusion" (to be introduced 
in PART 2). 
1.3.4 HANDLING INTERRUPTS 
All interrupts may be roughly classified into two 
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categories: timer/clock interrupts and all others. 
Timer interrupts inform the system that the 
interrupted process has been occupying the cpu for long 
enough and should be forced to give up the cpu to some 
other p~ocess. To handle a timer interrupt, the system 
calls a routine called a "dispatcher". The dispatcher's 
job is to choose, from the system-maintained process 
table, one process which is in the ''ready to run'' state, 
and give the control of cpu to this process. 
Other interrupts inform the system of the occurrence 
of some event , such as the completion of an I/0 
operation, or the failure of instruction. Each such. 
event needs its own interrupt handler. In modern 
operating systems, the handler for each different event 
is designed to reside inside some process dedicated to 
handle that sort of event. The interrupt signalling the 
event is then just like a call to the WAKEUP primitive 
which wakes up the corresponding process. Thus, that 
process is marked as needing the attention of the cpu, 
and the dispatcher subroutine is entered. Whether •:or not 
the interrupt handling process is selected to run 
illlll)ediately depends on the urgency of the event. 
1.4 STATE TRANSITIONS OF PROCESS 
When a job is admitted to the system, a corresponding 
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process with an unique process identification is created 
and put at the back of the ready queue. The process 
gradually moves to the head of the ready queue. When the 
process reaches the head of the queue, and when the CPU 
becomes available, the process is given the CPU and is 
said to make a state transition from the ready state to 
the running state. The assignment of the CPU to a process 
on the ready queue is called dispatching, and 
• 1S 
performed by a process management mechanism called the 
dispatcher. The algorithm the dispatcher frequently uses 
. is that of choosing the first job on the ready queue. We 
indicate this transition as follows. 
DISPATCH(process identification):ready-->running 
A process is said to be running while it is getting 
the attention of the cpu. To prevent any process from 
hogging the system, either accidentally or maliciously, 
the operating system sets a hardware interrupt clock to 
allow any one process to run for only a maximum specific 
period of time called a time slice or quantum. If the 
process does not voluntarily give up the CPU before the 
time slice expires, the clock generates an interrupt 
causing the operating syustem to regain control of cpu. 
The operating system then changes the state of previously 
running process to "ready to run'', and causes the first 
7 
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process on the ready queue to run. These state 
transitions are indicated as 
TIMERRUNOUT(process identification):running-->ready 
and 
DISPATCH(process identification):ready-->running· 
If a ' running process initiates an input/output 
operation before its time slice expires, the running 
process voluntarily gives up the CPU (i.e, the process 
BLOCKs itself to wait for the completion of the I/0 
operation). This state transition is 
BLOCK(process identification):running-->sleep 
When an I/0 operation (or some other event the 
process is waiting for) finishes, the process makes the 
transition from the sleep state to the ready state. The 
transition is 
WAKEUP (process identification) :·sleep-->ready 
Thus, four possible state transitions follow: 
DISPATCH(process id):ready-->running 
TIMERRUNOUT(process id):ready-->ready 
BLOCK(process id) :running-->sleep 
WAKEUP(process id):sleep-->ready 
1.5 SCHEDULING 
1.5.1 DEFINITION 
All the software primitives that compose the process 
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management mechanism and all the data structures they 
use, including the process table, must be resident, i.e., 
in the main memory. The amount of main memory which can 
be used by the process management mechanism • 1S limited 
since main memory is not infinite and some memory has to 
.  
be reserved for other uses. This implies that the number 
of process table entries, hence, the number of processes 
admitted to a system is limited. There is also a need for 
scheduling mechanisms other than the DISPATCHER which 
latter determines which ready process will be assigned to 
the cpu. 
First, a mechanism, sometimes called admission 
scheduling, is needed for determining which job shall be 
admitted to the system to use the resources of the 
system. Once admitted, jobs may become user processes of 
groups of user processes. 
Second, 
scheduling, 
a 
• 1S 
mechanism, sometimes called process 
needed for determining which user 
processes shall be allowed to compete for the/cpu. This 
' 
kind of mechnism is important because it responds to 
short term fluctuations in system load by temporarily 
suspending and resuming processes to prevent the system 
from being overloaded. 
1.5.2 PROCESS SCHDULEING MECHANISMS AND USER PROCESSES 
User processes differ from operating system processes 
9 
in that they do not consume main memory space, i.e., the 
information they require is not stored permanently in 
main memory. This implies that other process tables 
exter.nal to the main memory are needed. We call them 
''non-resident process tables''. The process scheduling 
mechanism mentioned above is similar in nature to the 
process management mechanism, but it should communicate 
with another component of the operating system called the 
storage manager which performs management of storage 
space and moves information between main memory and 
secondary storage. 
User processes are defined by entries in a 
non-resident table which is quite similar to a process 
table but resides for the most part in secondary storage. 
By using the services provided by a storage manager the 
process scheduleing mechanism moves process states 
between process table entries and non-resident process 
table entries. The latter ' 1S an operation which 
multiplexes process table entries among user processes. 
This ' 1S similar to the operation performed by the 
DISPATCHER which multiplexes the cpu among processes. 
When a user logs on, a user process is created for 
him and a non-resident process table entry is allocated 
and initialized to the ••user process ready state''. When a 
process table entry in main memory becomes available, 
the user process is loaded into it by copying the 
10 
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non-resident process table entry into a process table 
entry. When the system load become heavy or when 
processes are waiting for events which may never occur or 
take quite a lot of time to occur, the process scheduling 
mechanism unloads certain processes, i.e., copies the 
process state from the process table into the 
non-resident process table. (The loading operation I 1S 
also termed resumeing, or activating, the unloading 
operation is also termed suspending, etc.) 
Thus, the process state transitions can be further 
modified to include UNLOAD and ACTIVATE. Two new states 
can be added, namely suspendedready and suspendedblocked. 
A suspension may be initiated either by the process 
itself or by another process. A ready process may be 
unloaded only by another process. It makes the transition 
UNLOAD(process id):ready-->suspendedready 
A suspendedready process may be made ready by another 
process. It makes the transition 
- ACTIVATE(process id):suspendedready-->ready 
· A blocked proces.s (which is in the sleep state) may 
) 
be suspended by another process. It makes the transition 
UNLOAD(process id):sleep-->suspendedblocked 
A suspendedblocked process may be activated by 
11 
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another process. It makes the transition 
ACTIVATE(process id):suspendedblocked-->sleep 
Finally, when event completion occurs, the 
suspendedblocked process makes the transition 
COMPLETION(process id):suspendedblocked-->suspendedready 
The process state transition diagram is shown on 
Figure 1. 
1.6 SCHEDULEING ALGORITHMS 
Processor multiplexing algorithms may be roughly 
classified, according to the priority scheme they use, 
into two categories: non-preemptive scheduleing and 
preemptive scheduleing. Non-preemptive means once a 
process has given the control of cpu, it continues to 
hold it until it explicitly release the cpu. Preemptive 
means more urgent processes can take the cpu away from 
less urgent procesess. 
If priority scheme is not used, then all 
are treated as equal candidates to run. Some 
processes 
algorithms 
use static priorities: processes are given some priority 
which do not change for the duration of their existence 
and processes are put into ready queue according to these 
priorities to wait for their turn to run. Another kind of 
algorithm uses dynamic priorities which means the 
12 
priority of a process changes with time and is 
recalculated every time a new candidate must be selected 
to run. 
Some non-preemptive scheduleing algorithms and their 
characteristics follow. 
1. First-come-first-served(FCFS)--(1) No priority 
scheme is used. (2) Processes are executed according to 
their order of arrival.(3) Processes running long jobs 
are favored at the expense of the shorter ones. (4) Good 
response times can not be guaranteed, this means FCFS is 
not suitable for time-sharing environments. 
2. Shortest-job-first(SJF)--(1) Estimated running 
time is required for each process. (2) Processes are 
given priorities that decrease with their estimated 
running time. (3) Compared to FCFS, it t I I minimizes the 
average waiting time for all processes. (4) Processes 
with a very long estimated run-time may be delayed 
infinitely by newly arriving processes with shorter 
estimated running times. (5) SJF is not suitable in 
time-sharing environments since response times can not be 
guaranteed. 
Some preemptive scheduleing algorithms and their 
characteristics follow. 
1. Round-robin(RR)--(1) Every process is appended at 
the back of the ready queue when it becomes ready. (2) 
The cpu is always given to the head process of the queue. 
13 
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(3) Each process is given a fixed time slice to run and 
recycled at the back of the queue when the time slice 
expires. (4) It favors short processes because they 
complete with fewer time slices and thus with fewer 
cycles through the queue. 
2. Deadline scheduleing --(1) Higher priority can be 
purchased with extra charge by the user to ensure on-time 
completion of the job. 
3. Shortest-remaining-time-first(SRTF)--(1) Estimated 
running time is required for all processes to determine 
initial priorities. Every time a process needs to wait 
or is interrupted, elapsed processing time is subtracted 
from the original estimate to get a new estimate. (2) 
Processes with shorter estimated times acquire higher 
priority, reflecting the fact that less work time 
remains. With its higher priority, the proc~ss may 
preempt some other one. (3) SRTF favors shorter jobs. 
4. Multilevel-feedback-queue(MLFQ)-- (1) Multiple 
queues, where each Qi ( i=l,2, ... n) is associated with a 
priority Pi ( i=l,2 ..•. n, and Pl> P2 > ... > Pn) and a 
fixed time slice Ti ( i=l,2 ••. n, and Tl< T2 < ..• < Tn), 
are used to queue ready processes. Newly arriving ready 
' 
processes are always appended at the back of Ql which has 
J 
the highest priority Pl and the shortest time slice Tl. 
Processes at the head of Ql receive a fixed time slice Tl 
to run. As their time slice expires they are interrupted 
14 
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(timer run-out) and appended to the back of Q2. (2) 
Processes in Qj will never get the attention~- cpu until 
Qi, where i < j, are empty. When queues before Qj are 
empty, processes in Qj receive a fixed time slice Tj. 
When Tj • expires, they are appended at the back of 
Qk, (where k=j+l) and so on. (3) The last queue, Qn, uses 
round-robin algorithm with the longest time slic~ Tn. 
(4) If a process from Qi has not used up all its time 
slice when an interrupt occurs then the process is put in 
Qj, where j < i. The process of Qi is then preempted and 
the process in Qj gets the cpu. 
1.7 OPERATION ON PROCESS AND SOME EXAMPLES 
Process management mechanisms must be able to perform 
certain operations on processes. These include: (l)create 
a process, (2) destroy a process, (3) suspend a process, 
(4) resume a process, (5) change a process's priority, 
(6) block a process, (7) wakeup a process and (8) 
dispatch a process. A process is called the parent 
process if it creates a new process and the created 
process is called the child process. Only one parent is 
needed to create a child. Such creation yields a 
hierarchical process structure in which each child has 
only one parent, but each parent may have many children. 
The following examples illustrte how a new process 
15 
can be created and be overlayed by some other programs 
using the UNIX system call FORK() and EXECL(). 
FORK() functions as follow: 
The calling process of FORK(), called the ''parent'', 
continues to execute normally. The spawned new process, 
called the ''child'' starts its execution at the same 
point, 
returns, 
that 
to 
' 1s, just after the FORK() call. FORK() 
identification 
the 
of 
parant 
the 
process, the process 
child. The child process 
identification is always a positive integer, and is 
always different than the parent identification. To the 
child, the function returns o. All other variables and 
values remain exactly as they were in the parent process. 
EXECL(pathname, command-name, argptrlist) functions as 
follows: 
The EXECL() function causes the calling program to 
be overlayed with the I given one. The calling program 
terminates after calling EXECL() and the new program 
' 1n continues execution. EXECL() is typically used 
programs that execute in two or more phases and 
communicate through temporary files (for example, a 
two-pass compiler). The first part of such a program can 
call the second part by giving the name of the second 
part and the appropriate arguments. 
Example 1: 
CHAR * tempfile; 
16 
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INT errflag; 
if (errflag==O) 
EXECL ( "usr/bin/pass2 '', ''pass2 '', 
else /* error in passl */ 
{ printerrormessage; 
exit(2); 
} 
Example 2: 
CHAR* cmd; 
if (FORK()==O) 
tmpfile, NULL); 
EXECL(''/bin/sh'', ''sh'', ''-c'' cmd, NULL); 
In the example 2 above, the child's return value, o, 
causes the express ion '' FORK () ==O" to be true, and there 
the EXECL is called which causes the child to be 
overlayed by the program given by cmd. 
Example 3: 
This example will search 10 files, named fileO, 
filel, .... file9 in parallel. When the 6 letters •target' 
appear in any of the files , a message will appear 
indicating which file contains the target and the 
searching should then halt. 
#include <stdio.h> 
char target []="target''; 
main () 
{ 
int i; 
for (i=O; i < 10; i++) 
if (i==9) search(i); 
else 
if (!FORK()) { search(i); break; } 
} 
' /* the 
spawn 
and it 
main function(i.e., the parent process) will 
9 processes to search fileO through files, 
will search file9 */ 
char buf [ 8] , filename [ 6] ='' f ilex"; 
·, search ( i) 
int i; 
{ 
17 
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FILE *fp; 
int j=O; 
char c; 
,; 
filename[4]=i+'O'; 
fp=fopen(filename, "r''); 
while ((c=getc(fp)) != EOF) 
• 
if ((c >= 'a' && c <= 'z') I I c >= 'A' && c <= 'Z')) 
{ if (j < 7) buf[j++]=c; } 
else 
if (j) 
if (strcmp(buf, target)==O) 
{ printf (''*** target fount in %s\n", filename); 
KILL(O, 15); 
} 
/* KILL will send a termination 
processes doing searching parallelly 
else 
{ j=O; buf[5]=0; buf[6]=0; } 
} 
18 
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signal 
*I 
to other 
.. 
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completion (stop) 
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Fig. 1 PROCESS STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM 
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PART 2. CONCURRENT PROCESS 
2.1 DEFINITION 
Processes are concurrent if they exist at the same 
time ·and execute asynchronously, i.e.,in parallel with 
each other. 
In multiprocessor systems, processes are • running on 
several functionally equivalent physical processors, 
' 
thus, processes are said to execute in • genuine 
concurrency. In a system with only one cpu but with a 
multiprogramming mechanism equipped, each user has the 
illusion that he is the sole master of the machine. What 
really happens is often called pseudoparallelism or 
quasi-concurrency since there is only one cpu available 
to serve several processes. Another situation is one of 
systems with one or more central processors and one or 
more special purpose processors whose functions differ 
from the central processor. Typical examples of such 
special purpose processors are I/0 processors to serve 
I/0 operations. 
2.2 CRITICAL SECTIONS AND MUTUAL EXCLUSION 
Since processes can execute completely independently 
zo 
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of one another, some control mechanisms have to be 
' 
provided to synchronize (i.e., to delay execution of one 
or more processes) concurrently running processes if two 
or more of them operate on the same set of resources. For 
example, if one or more processes operate on the same set 
of memory locations then the final result of each 
processes is unpredictable • since it depends on the 
relative execution speed of various processes. 
The solution to the above situation is to define so 
called ''critical sections'' in the code which is executed 
by each process. This critical sections are the parts of 
the code which access shared resources. The programmer 
must then enforce so called "mutual exclusion'' such that 
at any one time only one process can enter its critical 
section of code. 
The well known producer and consumer problem is well 
suited to illustrated the need for mutual exclusion. Two 
processes, producer and consumer, execute concurrently 
and operate on the same memory locations called buffer. 
The producer writes messages into buffer and the consumer 
reads it from buffer. If mutual exclusion were not 
enforced, the 
producer writes 
inconsistencies 
consumer could read the buffer while the 
into it, possibly resulting in 
in passing messages. Obviously, one 
simple solution to this problem is to define the section 
of code which operates on the buffer as a critical 
21 
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section and ensure that only one of producer and consumer 
can be in its critical section at any one time. 
Some mechanisms are listed below to enforce mutual 
exclusion. 
2.2.l INTERRUPT DISABLING 
In • uniprocessor systems, mutual exclusion can be 
achieved if any one process disables interrupts before 
entering its critical section to make itself 
noninterruptable until leaving its critical section. This 
• 
mechnism works only • on uniprocessor systems since 
disabling the interrupts on one of the physical 
processors cannot prevent a process running on another 
physical processor from entering its critical section. On 
multiuser systems, the abuse of interrupt disableing 
instructions must be avoided by making them invisible to 
user processes, i.e., making them so called privileged 
instructions. 
2.2.2 TEST-AND-SET INSTRUCTION 
Test-and-set is a special hardware instruction 
available on the IBMS/370 which tests and sets a shared 
variable in such a manner that the test and set 
operations must be indivisible so that the shared 
variable is not accessed and modified by more than one 
process at any one time. 
22 
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A test-and-set instruction takes one parameter, a 
shared variable GATE, which is of type BOOLEAN and can be 
regarded as a gate to critical section. It takes the 
form: 
testandset(GATE) 
and performs as follows: 
if GATE=TRUE then GATE:=FALSE; enter-critical-section; 
else keep-trying-testandset (i.e., busy-waiting loop) 
end. 
The assignment of FALSE to GATE is said to lock GATE 
I 
since no other processes will enter their critical 
sections due to the failure of test operation on GATE. 
When a process holding the lock leaves critical section 
it simply unlocks the GATE by assigning TRUE to GATE to 
allow other processes doing testandset to succeed. 
2.2.3 DEKKER'S ALGORITHM 
Dekker's algorithm is a purely software primitive 
(i.e., without the use of special hardware instructions) 
for achieving mutual exclusion. 
Diagram Fig. 2 illustrates the algorithm for two-process 
mutual exclusion. In the diagram, x stands for the index 
(1 or 2) of one of the processes while y stands for the 
other. Initially, Fl AND F2 are set too while C can be 
set to 1 or 2 (depending on which process is supposed to 
enter its critical action first at the very beginning). 
Mutual exclusion is guaranteed because Fx is always true 
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when Px requests permission to enter its critical 
section. This prevents Py from entering its own critical 
section. 
" 
2.3 SYNCHRONIZATION 
It is often the case that the order in which 
cooperating processes enter their critical sections • 16 
essential to their proper operation. Let's again take 
producer-consumer problem for example. Mutual exclusion 
alone does not guarantee proper operation because the 
producer may overwrite the buffer before the consumer has 
a chance to get the message from buffer, or the consumer 
may get the same message from buffer twice. Thus, 
synchronization mechanisms must be provided to enable 
producer and consumer to synchronize themselves so as to 
coordinate their actions in time. 
2.3.1 SEMAPHORES 
A semaphore, s, is a shared variable that is accessed 
only by the primitives P and V which are assumed 
indivisible (i.e., P and V are themselves critical 
sections that can't be executed by more than one process 
at any .. Jone time). Associated withs is a queue which 
holds names of processes. The simplest semaphore is 
called a b·inary semaphore which takes value o or 1. If a 
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semaphore can take any integer value, it is called a 
counting semaphore. The P(S) primitive decrements the 
semaphores, if the new value of sis< o, it puts the 
name of the executing process on a queue associated with 
Sand blocks it. Otherwise the process executing P(S) • 1S 
allowed to continue. The V(S) primitive increments the 
value of s, if the new value of sis<= O, then the first 
process on the queue associated withs is waked up. 
FIG. 3 illustrates the use of two semaphores Rand W · 
to synchronize a producer and a consumer. V(R) can be 
viewed as a signal from the producer to the consumer 
saying that ''message is ready, you can get it now'' while 
P(W) can be viewed as a signal from the consumer to the 
producer saying that ''I have got the message, you can put 
new message into buffer". 
The following example uses the UNIX system call, 
PIPE, to implement binary semaphore primitives P(S) and 
V (S) • 
NOTE: PIPE(fd)-- the parameter to PIPE is a pointer to an 
array of two elements. Each element receives one file 
descriptor; the first element • receives the file 
descriptor for the reading side of the pipe, the second 
element receives the file descriptor for the writing 
side. The function normally returns O but will return -1 
in case that an error occurs. 
main() 
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/ 
{ 
int s[2]; 
/* initialize semaphores*/ sem_init(s); 
fork(); 
for (; ; ) 
/* spawn an identical process*/ 
/* endless loop*/ 
{ 
} 
} 
p(s); 
• 
• 
• 
v(s); 
sem init(s) 
int-s[J; 
{ 
/* critical section*/ 
char c='\001 1 ; 
} 
pipe(s); 
write(s[l],&c,l); 
p (s) 
int s; 
{ 
char c; 
read ( s [ O] , &c, 1) ; 
} 
V (s) 
int s [] ; -
{ 
char c='\001 1 ; 
write(s[l],&c,l); 
} 
2.3.2 MESSAGE PASSING 
Message passing is used in systems in which processes 
are viewed as independent entities each executing • in a 
local environment that cannot be accessed or altered by 
any other process. By usi~g message passing as a way for 
{" 
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communicating between processes, mutual exclusion can be 
insured since shared variables are no longer needed and 
synchronization can also be achieved by exchanging 
signals between processes. 
For processes to interact with each other, one 
process, pl, may send m~ssages to other processes. After 
sending messages, pl may block itself to wait for the 
response message or it may continue to execute. One 
process may simultaneously receive several messages from 
several processes. In such a case, a queue must be 
provided to store these messages to prevent them from 
being lost. Alternatively, the sending process itself 
can be blocked to wait in a queue until the receiver is 
ready to receive the message. 
2.3.3 RENDEZVOUS 
Rendezvous is a mechanism provided by ADA for 
enforcing mutual excJusion and synchronization. In ADA, 
tasks are entities that execute in parallel. Two tasks 
are said to "rendezvous" if a task calls the entry and 
the task providing the entry reaches the ACCEPT 
statement. If the entry call occurs first, then the 
calling task is blocked until the task providing the 
entry reachs the ACCEPT statement. If the task providing 
entry reachs ACCEPT statement but no other tasks call the 
entry, then it is blocked until the entry is called. 
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When rendezvous occurs, the calling task waits while 
the called task executes within the ACCEPT statement. 
Thus, the original multiple thread of control is joined 
together into a single thread of control during 
rendezvous. When rendezvous ends, t~sks execute in 
' 
parallel again. 
The following example illustrates the use of 
rendezvous to synchronize the producer and the consumer. 
called task: 
TASK consumer IS 
ENTRY get_msg(m: in BUFFER); 
END consumer; 
TASK BODY consumer IS 
localbuffer: BUFFER; 
BEGIN 
LOOP 
ACCEPT get_msg(m: in BUFFER) DO 
localbuffer := m; 
END get_msg; 
: (* processing the message contained*) 
: (* in localbuffer *) 
END LOOP; 
END consumer; 
calling task: 
TASK producer; 
TASK BODY producer IS 
info: BUFFER; 
BEGIN 
LOOP 
\ 
: (* producing the message and put it *) 
: (* into info*) 
consumer.get_msg(info); 
END LOOP; 
END producer; 
2.3.4 MONITORS 
Monitor is an encapsulation of a resource definition 
and all procedures that operate on the shared resources. 
28 
When a process wishes to access a shared variable or a 
shared device, it must do so by invoking one of the 
~--
procedures within the monitor. All the procedures within 
the monitor are themselves critical sections so that only 
one process at a time can enter the monitor. Any process 
trying to invoke any monitor procedure while some other 
monitor procedure is being executed by some other process 
will be blocked outside of the moniter and put onto a 
waiting queue. Processes that successively enter the 
monitor can synchronize themselves by exchanging signals 
inside the monitor through the use of condition variable 
along with wait() and signal() primitives (introduced 
below). 
The following exemple illustrates the use of monitor 
to control a pool of identical resources. 
MONITOR resource controller; 
-VAR totalresource: INTEGER; 
r available: condition; 
PROCEDURE acquire; 
BEGIN 
IF totalresource=O THEN 
wait(r_available); 
END; 
DEC(totalresource); 
END acquire; 
PROCEDURE release; 
BEGIN 
INC(totalresource); 
signal(r available); 
-END release; 
BEGIN 
totalresource:=10; 
END MONITOR. 
29 
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The condition variable --r available-- is introduced in 
-
the above example. When a condition variable is defined, 
an empty queue is associated with it. A process calling 
wait(cond var) is blocked and put onto the queue, and the 
-
control of monitor is released; a process calling 
signal(cond var) causes a waiting process to be removed 
-
_from the queue and to enter the monitor. If the queue is 
empty, then the call on signal(cond var) has no effect. 
-
.,. 
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Intially, Fl=F2=0, C=l. 
+ 
critical 
section 
i 
C = y 
Fx = 0 
Px 
Fx = 
Fy • 1 ?,._---..... 
No Yes 
C = X .,__ _ ___. 
Yes 
No 
Fx = 0 
C = y. 
Yes No 
FIG. 2 DEKKER'S ALGORITHM 
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producer 
LOOP 
P(W) 
PUT(MESSAGE, BUFFER) 
V(R) 
ENDLOOP. 
consumer 
LOOP 
P(R) 
GET(MESSAGE, BUFFER) 
V(W) 
ENDLOOP. 
Initial value W•l, R=O 
FIG. 3 
... 
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PART 3. INTRODUCTION TO SOS 
SOS is a very simplified time sharing system whose 
purpose is to illustrate, through screen, the concepts of 
''multiprogramming" and "concurrent running processes". It 
is designed in such a way that after logging on (by 
entering the password "tzuu" into console) I the 
operator{or user) can enter the name of program he wants 
to run into console, which will in turn return the 
process identification number indicating the acceptance 
of that program by the sos. (For simplicity, there are 
only 12 predefined executable programs that can be 
accepted by sos. Type "dir" into console to check out). 
Upon a process's termination, the console will be 
notified and the output of that process will be printed 
out on the printer unless the printer is being occupied 
by previously terminated processes. Any process trying to 
execute input/output instructions (P or G,i.e., put or 
get) will be blocked (put to sleep state) to wait for the 
completion of I/0 event (it will then be waked up upon , 
completion of I/0). Any process that attempts to make a 
system call F (explained below) when there are no process 
table ~ntries left will also be blocked (it will be waked 
up as soon as there is entry available). The sos will 
stop only when there is no runnable process left in the 
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' process table or "lo'' (means logout) command is typed in 
J 
by the operator. 
PSEUDO-CODE (PSUDO-INSTRUCTION) 
Pseudo-code used in executable program consists of Ascii 
' 
characters and is interpreted in the follwoing way. Code 
consists of a sequence of lines (separated by the 
new-line character EOL). Instructions on the same line is 
separated by blanks to avoid ambiguity. 
The following code are interpreted. 
A,S,D,M 
L 
s 
Bn 
p 
G 
F 
·E file-name 
H 
Arithmatic instructions, i.e., 
Addition, 
Sustraction, 
I I I D1v1s1on, 
Multiplication. 
Load register. 
Store memory. 
Branch to line number n (lines are 
numbered starting with 1). 
Print(put) a record on the printer. 
Get a record from input 
(This instruction is 
SOS). 
device. 
not simulated by 
A system call to spawn a new process. The 
calling process will go to the next line 
of code, the spawned process will stay on 
the same line ( starts its execution at 
the same point, that is, just after the F 
system call). 
Execute a new image obtained from file 
file-name. 
Termination of program 
Examples of processes: 
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1. A process which continuously forks as does all of its 
descendents: 
F Bl 
Bl 
2. A process that continuously forks but whose offspring 
do not: 
F BJ 
Bl 
AD LS B3 
3. A process that generates three processes from files 
pl,p2,and p3: 
FE pl 
FE p2 
E p3 
DISPATCHING ALGORITHM 
* The dispatching algorithm used by sos is to ensure 
that all processes will get an equal shot at running. 
Thus, the dispatcher will always switch the processor to 
the process with the least amount of cpu time comsununed. 
The code for dispatcher is listed below. 
VAR xx: INTEGER; 
PROCEDURE swtch; 
VAR n,i:INTEGER; 
PROCEDURE swh; 
BEGIN 
' . 
REPEAT 
IF xx>= nproc THEN xx:=O; END; 
IF proc[xx].pstat=srun THEN 
IF proc[xx].pcpu < n THEN 
curproc:=ADR(proc[xx]); n:=proc[xx].pcpu; 
END; 
END; 
INC(xx); DEC(i); 
UNTIL i <= O; 
IF curproc # NIL THEN 
swt:=TRUE; pbk; 
IF timeout THEN 
gotoxy(nproc+3,4); WriteString(' timer runout,'); 
Writestring(sl); Writeint(curproc.ppid,2); 
ansi(•u•); ansi(•om•); 
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ansi(•s•); gotoxy(lastaur.pln+l,l); Write(' '); 
ansi ( 'u') ; 
timeout:=FALSE; 
ELSE 
gotoxy(nproc+3,4); Writestring(sl); 
Writeint(curproc.ppid,2); 
ansi(•u•); ansi(•om•); 
END; 
IF myslow .THEN dely END; 
display; dy:=FALSE; 
ELSE 
IF rear# front THEN 
wio:=TRUE; WHILE wio DO addiotime; END; 
END; 
END; 
END swh; 
BEGIN 
n:=32767; 
END swtch; 
• 1:=nproc; hzcnt:=O; curproc:=NIL; swh; 
The procedure swtch will first set to NIL the pointer 
curproc which always points to the process table entry 
for the currently running process and then call swh. Swh 
will search the process table for a process which has the 
least simulated cpu time comsumed and then will have the 
pointer curproc pointing to this process. swtch is called 
from other parts of the process management mechanism such 
as sleep procedure (BLOCK primitive mentioned in PART 1), 
wakeup procedure, term procedure and the interrupt 
procedure. It is not the intent here to list all the code 
for process management mechanisms • since it is pretty 
huge, but a summarized diagram of procedure calling 
sequence is given in FIG 4. The outgoing arrow from each 
procedure means ''invoking'', the number attached to each 
arrow is the condition which causes the invoking of 
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* The time slice allocated to each process is defined 
as hz=4. 
* Every time a clock interrupt( a simulated clock 
interrupt occurs upon execution of 2 instructions) 
occurs, the procedure interrupt is called to add one 
simulated cpu time to the running process's pcpu and to 
increment the counter ''hzcnt" by one. If hzcnt=hz, the 
dispatcher(procedure swtch) will be called to recompute 
who should get control of processor and switches 
processor to selected process. 
* A child process inherits the pcpu of its parent so 
that children of a parent are not awarded more future 
time than the parent. 
MUTUAL EXCLUSION PROBLEM 
The mutual exclusion problem involved in designing 
sos is solved by monitor, i.e., all the critical 
operations performed on shared variables are placed 
inside a monitor ( i.e.,a priority module). Computer 
featuring a so-called.priority interrupt systems allow to 
disable interrupt signals selectively according to 
assigned priorities. Specifically, each interrupting 
device is associated with an individual but fixed 
priority. The processor is always associated with a 
_dynamically changing priopity, p, and the processor can 
be interrupted by interrupt with priority greater then p 
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only. 
Because sos is designed to be run only on IBM PC or 
PC compatibles, some features about IBM PC are 
introduced: Inside the IBM PC, there is a chip called 
8259 interrupt controller which is able to accept at most 
eight different interrupt signals from external devices 
at the same time. Each external device connected to the 
bus has a fixed priority associated with it, e.g., the 
default priority for the keyboard is 6 and the default 
priority for the 8253 timer is 7 (which is also the 
highest). If several interrupts from external devices 
occur at the same time, 8259 controller will send only 
one interrupt which has the highest priority to the 8088 
cpu for service and save all the other interrupt signals. 
After the interrupt service routine finishes, the 8088 
cpu must notify, by sending end-of-interrupt command to a 
register inside the 8259 controller, the 8259 controller 
which will then send the next-highest-priority interrupt 
to the 8088 cpu for service and so on. 
In order to create the illusion of concurrency, two 
interrupt service routines are defined inside sos. One is 
the service routine for timer interrupt and the code for 
it is listed below: 
PROCEDURE devicedriver timer; 
~ 
VAR j,k:CARDINAL; 
BEGIN 
InstallHandler(driverc,interruptvectornumberc); 
LOOP 
IOTRANSFER(driverc, mainp2, interruptvectornumberc); 
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IF ringon THEN 
k:=47; 
FOR j:=32 TO 46 DO 
screen[14][j].attr:=colortab[x][j+l]; 
screen[l5J[j].attr:=colortab[x][k]; k:=k-1; 
END; 
x:=(x+l) MOD 15; 
END; 
IF (err# off) AND (NOT output) THEN 
off:=(eff+l) MOD neg; now:=eutputq[eff].no; 
output:=TRUE; color:=(color MOD 15)+33; qq(printer, 
outputq[off].id, FALSE); 
END; ' 
IF output THEN 
ct:=ct+l; 
IF ct>=3 THEN ct:=O; 
screen[prow][pcel].char:='x'; 
screen[prow][pcel].attr:=celertab(O](color]; 
pcol:=pcol+l; 
IF peel> 77 THEN now:=now-1; IF now<=O THEN 
output:=FALSE; END; 
checkbeund(printer); 
END; 
END; 
END; 
SetDeviceStatus(devicec, TRUE); 
END; 
END devicedriver timer; 
The main function of the above service routine is to 
cause the rectangular color ring cycling and to check the 
output queue so as to print the record on the printer. (A 
record is simulated by a string of character 'x'.) Every 
time the timer interrupt occurs, the above I service 
routine will be executed. Because the timer device has 
priority 7, the processor's priority is implicitly set to 
7 while the processor is executing the 
routine. 
above I service 
The other service routine is defined for keyboard 
(input) device. That means every time a character is 
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keyed in from keyboard, an interrupt will occur and cause 
the following se~ice routine to be executed. 
PROCEDURE DeviceDriver keyboard; 
-BEGIN 
InstallHandler(driverp,interruptvectornumber); 
LOOP 
IOTRANSFER(driverp,mainp,interruptvectornumber); 
ss2; 
IF myon THEN 
INBYTE(60H,chl); num:=CARDINAL(chl); 
CASE num OF 
1: ss3; checkbound(console);I 
• 
28: IF NOT edit THEN ssl; iptr:=O; iptrl:=O; END; 
checkbound(console) I 
14,83: IF edit THEN IF scol>2 THEN DEC(scol); 
num:=57; crit4; END; 
ELSE 
IF seal> 3 THEN DEC(iptrl); 
IF iptrl<iptr THEN DEC(iptr); 
inputbuf2[iptr]:=nul; END; 
DEC(scol); num:=57; crit4; 
END 
END 
I 15,42: 
58: IF NOT caplk THEN 
caplk:=FALSE; END I 
caplk:=TRUE; 
54 .. ss: I 
59: IF slowdown THEN 
slowdown:=TRUE; 
60: ss4; I 
61 •• 82: 
ELSE IF num < 128 THEN 
IF caplk THEN 
crit5; 
ELSE crit4; 
END; 
IF NOT edit THEN 
slowdown:=FALSE 
END I 
ELSE 
ELSE 
INC(iptrl); IF iptr<bsz THEN 
END 
END; 
END; 
inputbuf2[iptr]:=ctb[numJ;INC(iptr);END; 
END; 
INC(scol); 
IF scol > 34 THEN checkbound(console); END 
INBYTE(61H, bt); OUTBYTE(61H, SCH); OUTBYTE(61H) bt); 
SetDeviceStatus(device,TRUE); 
END; 
END DeviceDriver_keyboard; 
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The main function of the above routine is to accept the 
command keyed in from keyboard, print it on the console 
and put it in the input queue for further processing. 
While the above routine is being executed by the cpu, the 
priority of the cpu is implicitly set to 6 since the 
priority for keyboard device is 6. (NOTE: if the cpu is 
executing the other part of the code other than the above 
two service routines and other than the code inside the 
priority modules, which will be introduced below, then 
there is no priority associated with the cpu and the cpu 
can be interrupted by any external device). 
As mentioned in PART 1, an interrupt can be regarded 
as an ''unexpected subroutine call", that means it can 
occurs at any time and at any point in the other part of 
the code constituting sos. Suppose a timer or a keyboard 
interrupt occurs while the cpu is accessing a shared 
variable which will also be accessed by the interrupt 
serviced routine, then the mutual exclusion will be 
violated. A scheme provided by MODULE-2 called priority 
module can be used for solving this problem. The 
following code extracted from sos is used to explain the 
priority module and its effect. 
MODULE SS[7]; 
IMPORT 
Assign,on,inputbuf,nul,edit,inputbuf2,myon,scol,iptr,iptr 
l,ringon; 
EXPORT ssl,ss2,ss3,ss4; 
PROCEDURE ssl; 
BEGIN IF seal > 3 THEN inputbuf2[ipt]:=nul; 
Assign(inputbuf2, inputbuf); 
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on:=FALSE; 
END; 
END ssl; 
PROCEDURE ss2; 
BEGIN 
' 
IF on THEN myon:=TRUE; ELSE myon:=FALSE END; 
END ss2; 
PROCEDURE ss3; 
BEGIN 
edit:=FALSE; 
END ss3; 
PROCEDURE ss4; 
BEGIN 
. IF ringon THEN ringon:=FALSE; ELSE ringon:=TRUE; END; 
END ss4; 
END SS; 
The above module name ss is followed by a pair of bracket 
with a number 7 in it. This means the priority for the 
module ss is 7 and every time a procedure defined inside 
the SS is called, the processor will be assigned priority 
7 which will prevent the cpu from being interrupted while 
it is executing the code inside the priority module ss 
(Recall that the cpu can only be interrupted by devices 
with priorities greater than the priority assigned to the 
cpu). Thus, the mutual exclusion can be guaranteed by 
putting all the shared variables inside one or several 
priority modules and having these shared variables 
manipulated only by the procedures defined inside the 
priority modules. (It is for this reason that a priority 
module can also be called a monitor described in PART 2). 
FUNCTION KEY 
Fl: to slow down the execution speed of processes. 
(toggle on/off). 
42 
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F2: to turn on the color ring (toggle on/off). 
Esc: to escape pseudo editor. 
The complete computer program developed to implement 
the sos is filed with professor Samuel L. Gulden of the 
Division of Computer Science, Lehigh University, 
Bethlehem, PA. 
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main 
J 
interrupt 
10 
3 1 4 5 
addiotime 
2 term---
clone ~ sleep 
6 7 9 8 11 
exec 
wakeup 
swtch 
l:code F. 2:if out of process table entry. 3:code E. 
4:code P or G. 5: code H. 6: if time slice expires. 
7:if all processes in the process table are in the sleep 
state but I/0 queue is not empty (some processes is waiting 
for the I/0 completion). 
8:if some processes are waiting for the table entry to 
become available. 
9:I/0 completion. 
10: if I/0 queue is not empty. ·· 
11:if no process is waiting for the table entry to become 
available. 
FIG 4. PROCEDURE CALLING SEQUENCE 
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